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User-friendly feed system for milking parlour or feed stations  

Read all commonly used tranponders  

 

Acces via smartphone, tablet or PC  

 

Connection with the management programm  

 

Makes calibration a simple task  

“This saved me a lot 
of money, because  
I could keep my  

collars and  
transponders”  
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SpiderServer 
SpiderClient 

Spider is Hanskamp's feed system for feeding animals automatically and individually in the milking parlour or feed station. Spider is for all  

farmers interested in feeding animals automatically and economically. Both small and large herds can be fed with this easy system.  

Spider consists of one central computer, the SpiderServer. The Spider has four sensor inputs and can read sixteen antennas, control sixteen 

feed dispensers and twelve air vent outputs within a range of ten metres. The system can be extended to 98 additional boxes,  

the SpiderClients.  

Spider contributes to a good operating return. Automatic feeding also means more accurate feeding. Each individual animal is given exactly 

the right amount of concentrate, which has a positive effect on its health and overall condition. It also has a positive effect on the total  

con-centrate consumption at the company level. Dairy farmers also save money upon purchase, as they do not need to buy new  

transponders. The SpiderAntenna can read all commonly used RFID transponders at a frequency between 115 and 104 kHz. This makes it 

possible to read out all commonly used ear, leg and neck transponders. Allowing dairy farmers the flexibility of switching between systems 

and saving time and money because they do not have to replace fully functioning transponders.  

Spider is a very user-friendly feed system and can easily be managed with a computer, smartphone, or tablet. Spider sends out its own Wi-Fi 

signal, a farmer can connect to this and log on to the Hanskamp webserver. The user-interface of Spider’s feed program is logically build up 

and will show you all you like to know about, for instance, the feed-intake of your animals. The Spider can connect to a number of  

management programs through a Taurus connection, when using this connection data will  

be exchanged automatically every day.  

 

User-friendly feed system for milking parlour or feed stations  


